Exact expressions for the thickness profile of thin films deposited using electron beam gun heated sources are obtained in terms of the source-substrate geometry. Calculations based on conical and cylindrical indentations show the latter to be more realistic. Self-masking effects at the source are taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
The thickness of thin films using EBG heated sources decreases with increasing angle of emission 0, at a rate more rapid than cos20.1'2 An empirical relation was proposed by Graper to describe the same. Szilagyi tried to explain this theoretically but failed to do so as his functions f(r) and g(r) depend on parameters that are not well known. Further, his assumption of a cone source implies a cos20 dependence in the umbral region of deposition, as will be shown in this paper. This however is not borne out by Graper's work which indicates self-masking effects being effective even at small emission angles. Hence a hollow cylindrical source has also been investigated. Further, while the emission characteristics based on the source-substrate geometry have been investigated for a number of source shapes, 4 no such work has been reported for the EBG source (other than a preliminary report by us ). Consider the source of radius R and height H to consist of a stack of rings whose radii vary from 0 to R. Each ring is assumed to be an array of small area surface sources. The emission characteristic of the cone is obtained by integrating over the characteristic for the rings. From Figure two regions of deposition may be identified:
(i) The Umbral (unshadowed) region where x/z < R/H (ii) The Penumbral region x/z > R/H where only a part of the cone emits towards the point P(x, o, z), i.e., P sees varying fractions of the rings of which the cone is composed.
The fraction varies from unity at h H to zero at some cut-off height ho. h is the height of the ring of radius r, from the apex. 
Thus the thickness at point P is evaluated from" As in the case of the cone, the cylinder is assumed to consist of a stack of rings on a disc base. The cylinder is characterised by a radius R and height H. Referring to Figure 3 one can identify three regions 0 < 0 < a, a < 0 < 6 and 6 < 0 < rr/2. a defines the region in which no self-shadowing occurs. In the second region part of the base and part of the side contribute. In the third region varying fractions of the side only contribute towards Tp. Thus if CR and CB are the emission characteristics of the ring and base and fR, fB the fractions of the ring and base that emit towards the point P(x, o, z) we have" H C R dh + CB in region (1) fR CR dh + f CB in region (2) fR CR dh ho in region (3) (9)
The emission characteristic for a ring array of small area surface sources is given by "Eq. (9)" i.e. 
or (z + x Region (2) a < 0 < 6. We must first evaluate fR, fB and ho. The expressions obtained for fR earlier "(Eq. 5)" are valid for this case also. When r/= r/2, the emitting fraction of the ring is also 1/2. i.e. fR =f=1/2.
From Figure 3 f (h ho)/(H ho) 
Thus the emission from the fraction towards P is ie.
TpB fB CB 
It should be noted that in this region, < ho < 0, implying that ho is not the cut-off height, the latter being equal to zero.
Region (3,) 6 < 0 < zr/2. As before using "Eqs. 
